Introduction
The marine controlled source electromagnetic (CSEM) method is currently used largely as an exploration tool for detecting and delineating hydrocarbon reservoirs. Given realistic survey conditions, field data are typically contaminated by measurement uncertainty and noise. These should be either removed or measured and accounted for in processing and interpretation in order that the result be as accurate as possible. In this study we use a 1D approximation to assess the effect of a range of potential sources of uncertainty on the resulting data. These are considered independently to allow each to be quantified, although in practice the total measurement uncertainty will be a combination of different factors.
The effect on the resulting data is assessed by studying the deviation in the measured signal (either electric or magnetic field) as each parameter is varied away from a chosen baseline value. The source in the study is a horizontal electric dipole (HED), and both the horizontal and vertical electric and magnetic field at the receiver are considered. Since in many instances the effects observed depend on the survey environment, we consider two cases with significantly different water depths: deep (1000 m) and shallow (100 m) water models.
Main factors affecting survey data
We can divide the factors studied into two classes:
Factors related to acquisition:
This category includes errors and uncertainties related to the source and receiver that are inherent in practical surveying. Since position of the receiver is usually well defined, the main contributor to navigation uncertainties is in the position and orientation of the source. Essential source-related factors include (for example) vertical and horizontal position of the dipole, and dipole deviation from the tow direction, both in horizontal (feather angle) and vertical (pitch angle) planes.
Source positioning is typically accomplished using a short baseline acoustic navigation system and therefore maximum positioning errors vary with water depth (hence slant range). In order to examine the effect of positioning uncertainty we consider offsets up to 50m, and feather and pitch angles of up to 20 o -which represent an upper bound on what is typically observed in practice. Quantifying factors affecting repeatability in CSEM surveys.
Factors related to survey environment:
These factors relate to the environmental conditions in which the survey is performed, which may vary with time during an acquisition campaign. These factors include sea water resistivity, water depth variations (for example related to tidal variations), and heterogeneity in the shallow sea floor at a scale below that which can be resolved. When considering seawater resistivity we must consider the effect both of bulk changes in the water resistivity and the effect of resistivity structure within the water column. The resistivity variation observed in seawater can be large: ±20% is not uncommon (for example if water depth varies significantly along a tow line). A 1D approximation to a multilayer water structure obtained from survey data is presented in figure 2. 
Numerical results
In order to present result for a range of acquisition parameters, we contour percentage change in response, and phase difference, caused by variation of each parameter separately, as a function of source-receiver separation and signal frequency. For clarity and to highlight the differences associated with varying offset, we also present line graphs extracted at transmission frequencies between 0.03 and 3 Hz. Since the range of parameters tested is large, in this presentation we concentrate on those that contribute most to changes in the measured fields. Figure 3a shows the amplitude percentage difference and phase difference in the measured horizontal electric field in deep (1km) water for the case of a 50 meter error in defining horizontal position of the source along the line. figure 3a for a range of frequencies. Figure 4 presents the result for similar settings except water depth is 100 meters. Both cases demonstrate some similarities: the change in the field associated with a source positioning error is higher for short ranges and also grows with the frequency. Further numerical calculations for different values of range errors have confirmed theoretical conclusions (MacGregor, 1997) that electric field errors linearly relate to range errors for relatively small range errors. Figure 5 demonstrates the effect of a feather angle of 20 o , on the horizontal electric field in deep water. Unlike previous cases, there is significant error at long ranges; the effect is even larger in a shallow water environment. The observed shift in the measured field is the result of varying interaction of the signal with the atmosphere, and changes both with range and transmission frequency. It is worth noting that feather angle effects are frequency independent (in a 1D isotropic earth), but air interaction effects are not. The shift at each frequency therefore converges to a constant value of just below 20%, from a different range that is governed by the air interaction.
Finally, figure 6 illustrates the effect on the response of structure in seawater resistivity in the water column. In this Amplitude shift converges to a frequency independent value of just less than 20%, from a range that is governed by frequency dependent air interaction.
case we show the change in electric field for the multilayered water column illustrated in figure 2, compared to the same case when the water layer is homogeneous with the mean resistivity in figure 2. Figure 6 shows that ignoring structure in the water column and assuming that the water layer is homogeneous can introduce bias to the results. The difference is largest at high frequency and long offset, where it asymptotes to a constant (but in this case frequency dependent) value governed by the interaction of signals with the air.
Conclusions
This study outlines and evaluates a range of parameters affecting accuracy and hence repeatability of CSEM surveys using a 1D approximation. Future work will extend this analysis to higher dimensions. In this study we have assumed that the contribution of each parameter is independent of others. In reality each parameter inaccuracy generates a cumulative error. As a consequence if uncertainties are not accounted for correctly, it may lead to low resolution and/or misleading interpretations of the results. This will be of particular importance when resolution of the small signals associated with changes in a reservoir during production is the objective of the survey. Figure 6a : Shift in the electric field between a multi-layered seawater resistivity (figure 2) and a homogeneous seawater layer with resistivity equal to the mean value in figure 2. The effect of failing to account correctly for resistivity structure in the seawater can be large. 
